Several methods for modeling urban expansion are available. Most of them are based on a statistical, a cellular automaton (CA) and/or an agent-based (AB) approach. Statistical and CA approaches are based on the implicit assumption that people's behavior is not likely to change over the considered time horizon. Such assumption limits the ability to simulate long-term predictions as people's behavior changes over time. An approach to consider people's behavior is the use of an AB system, in which the decision-making process of agents needs to be parameterized. Most existing studies, which make use of empirical data to define the agents' decision-making criteria, rely on intensive data collection efforts. The considerable data requirements limit the AB-system's ability to model a large study area, as the number of agents for which data on decision-making criteria is required, increases with the size of the study area. This paper presents a hybrid urban expansion model (HUEM) that integrates logistic regression (Logit), CA and AB approaches to simulate future urban development. A key feature of HUEM lies in its ability to address various people behaviors that are variable over time through AB relying on a sample approach that combines Logit and CA. Three agent sets are defined; developer agents, farmer agents and planning permission authority agent. The agents' decision-making process is parameterized using CA and Logit models. The interactions of the agents are simulated through a series of rules. To assess HUEM performance, it is calibrated for Wallonia (Belgium) to simulate urban expansion between 1990 and 2000. Calibration results are then assessed by comparing the 2000 simulated map and the actual 2000 land-use map. Furthermore, the performance of HUEM is compared to a number of typical spatial urban expansion models, i.e. Logit model, CA model and CA-Logit to assess the added-value of HUEM. The comparison shows the performance of HUEM is better than other models in terms of allocation ability.
Introduction

1
The urban environment is a complex system, which includes a large number of inconstant 2 parameters and several actors (e.g. households, developers, government, etc.). The complexity of 3 such a system is well explored in (Batty, 2007 (Batty, , 2008 . Urban expansion models are a tool to gain 4 insight into the mechanisms of the urban environment. These models can project the expected 5 future demands of urban lands and/or a geographical distribution of these demands. Urban 6 expansion models have wide range applications, which expands from global warming (e.g. Haggert, characteristics and behaviors. Generally, the decision-making criteria of agents require a large 47 amount of data stemming from surveys that depict people's choices and utilize experts' knowledge. 48 In a large study area, such an intensive data gathering is limited by a large number of agents The behavior of urban agents is established based on AB model. In AB model, urban developers 61 (DevA) seek to develop non-urban cells with the highest urbanization probability and they do so if 62 the urbanization probability exceeds a farmer (FarmA) satisfaction threshold and is approved by the 63 planning permission authority (PPA) who tries to ensure that future urban expansions are in 64 accordance with the official zoning plan. CA and Logit are embedded into the AB for calculating the 65 urbanization probability and farmers satisfaction instead of gathering data from surveys. In addition, 66 HUEM facilitates the incorporation of different ancillary data (e.g. how strictly should urban 67 regulations enforce urban expansion). 68 The main contribution of this paper is the added-value of combining agents' behavior and 69 decisions into a typical CA-Logit model, in which spatial entities are the basic units of simulation. To 70 this end, HUEM and CA-Logit models are compared. In addition, both models are compared with 71 Logit and CA models to decide whether the added complexity of the combination is worth reduction 72 in degrees of freedom. 73 The following sections describe model specifications, case study, results, and then give 74 conclusions as well as suggestions for future study. 
84
In HUEM model, the development of non-urban cells is realized by DevA and controlled by PPA. 85 FarmAs, owning agriculture-related cells, will decide to keep or to sell their own cells.
86
A non-urban cell can be developed when three conditions are simultaneously satisfied: (i) the 87 profitability of urban development is high, (ii) PPA allows construction in this cell and (iii) there are 88 no constraints. The constraints are restrictive cases for urban development. Such constraints could 89 include but are not limited to, flood-prone zones. Besides, it is defined that if a cell state is urban in a 90 specific time-step, it automatically remains the same in the next time-steps.
91
HUEM is first calibrated and assessed with real land-use data of at least two-time frames and is 92 then used to project possible future urban expansion scenarios at a specific time horizon. Generally, 93 the key features for understanding the design concept of HUEM are observation, tuning, and 94 uncertainty.
95
 Observation. We consider that the evolution of urban development is based on several 96 socioeconomic, geographic and even political aspects that are referred to as urbanization 97 driving factors. HUEM calculates the probability of urban development combining three layers 98 that define cell probability for urban development: the local urban development probability 99 (LUDP), the global urban development probability (GUDP) and the farming profitability 100 (FarmProft). The LUDP and the FarmProft layers are developed using CA model. The GUDP 101 layer is developed using Logit model. These layers are based on the exploring of past land-uses. make a decision about urban development, they first form an urban development probability score.
142
The probability score is calculated as follows: 
where , is the decision within the severely restricted zones, is the loss rate and is 168 the allowed rate. 
LUDP and FarmProft layers
170
In human-based systems, the idea of locality is hard to realize clearly, since agents are aware of their The weighting values that define the neighborhood's attraction or repulsion for urban and 183 agriculture land-uses are calibrated based on GA.
184
GUDP layer
185
We consider that the GUDP are driven by several social, economic, geographic and politic factors. formula that generates a GUDP map depicting the probability of each cell to be developed into urban 196 as:
where α is the intercept and βn are the regression coefficients. HUEM evaluates the goodness-of-fit 198 using the relative operating characteristic (ROC) procedure.
199
Prior to estimating Logit model parameters, it is important to check for three aspects that may The purpose of the calibration process is to set the optimal values of parameters combination that 226 can achieve the highest accuracy rate. The accuracy rate is measured in this phase using the cell-to- 
Results and discussion
338
The CLC of years 1990 and 2000 are used in this paper to calibrate and assess the model framework. 
345
The result of a calibration shows that the optimal value of the allowed rate of development within explaining urban development at a specific location. Furthermore, urban expansion tends to occur 379 close to job locations and on relatively hilly terrains. However, the contribution of the variables 380 slope and access to jobs to the urban development is small.
381
The ROC value of the GUDP layer is 0.78. The modest ROC value is understandable, as there will be 382 other factors that can influence the location decision of urban development. However, the GUDP An area-weighted mean shape index (AWMSI) value of 1 represents a perfect regular shape (i.e. In order to examine spatial variability of the differences between actual urban change pattern and 
Conclusions
